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Impact is our north star. At The Fuller Project, 
we track the outcomes of our reporting 
constantly as a way to measure progress 
towards our vision: journalism that fully 
represents all women, giving readers The Full 
Story and spurring gender equality.

By doing a deep dive into the policy and life 
changes that result after our reporting, we 
learn how we can best make a difference. 

In 2021, our reporting sparked a response 
from NYC’s housing authority to address safety 
concerns affecting children; was followed 
by President Biden updating his guidance to 
Custom and Border Patrol about women who 
give birth in custody; and forced immediate 
action from Kate Hudson’s clothing brand 
Fabletics after we exposed abuses in the 
supply chain. Our continued reporting from 
Afghanistan has been sourced by a dozen 
other news outlets, ensuring that the voices of 
Afghan women are centered in the news.

Here, we’ve challenged ourselves to share 
the story of our impact in text, photo and 
video. This semi-annual report is built by 
our communications team, which has won 
five 2021 industry awards and was an official 
Webby Award Honoree.

In 2022, you’ll hear more from us about the 
impact of our newsroom partnerships, which 
allow us to address gender bias in news at a 
more systemic level than can be accomplished 
with our reporting alone. Through editorial 
collaboration, we foster deeper journalism 
about women that can be sustained by our 
partners over time. 

Thank you for reading, sharing and supporting 
The Fuller Project, and for sharing your 
feedback with me: Xanthe@fullerproject.org. 

Xanthe Scharff, PhD

Please share this report with a friend who you 
think needs to know about our journalism. 

A Note From Our CEO

MEET OUR TEAM

The Fuller Project works with reporters and contributors based in 14 countries who speak 
12+ languages. Our full-time staff of 16 identifies as 55% BIPOC and 9% LGBTQIA+.



Readership
9M

Industry Awards
11

Stories
97Our Impact This Year

Our Vision
Our vision is journalism that fully represents all women, giving 

readers The Full Story and spurring gender equality.

Our Mission
Through investigative and enterprise reporting about women, 

and by fostering a committed community of editors, we disrupt 

bias and redefine traditional news.

Lede with Integrity

We are independent and nonpartisan. Our reporting 
begins with an open notebook. We draw on diverse 
perspectives and value each person’s voice equally.

Redefine the Headline 

We center our reporting on women’s often unheard stories 
through investigative and enterprise reporting. Our journalists 
are on the ground long before stories break, reporting on the 

data, history and consequences of systemic inequality.

Our Values
Co-Byline Radically

We intentionally collaborate at every stage of our 
journalism. We enrich our partner newsrooms’ 

engagement with the source networks, research and 
evidence that underpins great journalism about women.

Refiloe Makhaba Nkune, freelance 
reporter for The Fuller Project, 
reports on the ground in Lesotho.
Photo by DeLovie Kwagala
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Afghan women tell their own stories

In August, the world watched in horror as Kabul 
fell to the Taliban, ending America’s longest-ever 
war and turning the lives of Afghanistan’s women 
upside down. As they grieve the futures they 
have lost and the dangers they now face, the 
question of what comes next for Afghan women 
is on all of our minds.

Since our founding, The Fuller Project has 
reported the ways in which US and global 
policymakers fail to listen to, protect or serve 
women during warfare — reporting deeply 
informed by our editors’ work on the ground 
in Afghanistan and grounded in the expertise 
of local contributors. In anticipation of the US 
withdrawal, we began working with the woman-
led Afghan newsroom Rukhshana Media several 
months before the Taliban’s rapid return to 
power to document what the end of the war 
would mean for the women living through it.

We are sharing their firsthand accounts in our 
ongoing series, “Ending America’s Forever War: 
What is next for Afghan women?” In the 15 
dispatches we have published so far, ordinary 
women — students, journalists, dressmakers, 
pharmacists — have spoken out to tell their own 
stories about life under the Taliban, creating an 
invaluable archive for our audience today and 
for future generations to understand this crucial 
time in history. 

Some of these women, like Elhan Husseini 
(names changed to protect women’s security), 
tried to flee their homeland for their lives when 
Kabul fell, braving sewage and barbed wire in 
desperate attempts to get a flight to safety. “I 
have written this experience,” says Elhan, “to show 
the world that we, the people of Afghanistan, 
are already oppressed. Please do not crush us 
more.” In “What Afghanistan’s Women Stand to 
Lose,” Afghan journalist Zahra Nader and Fuller 

Project contributing editor Amie Ferris-Rotman 
worked quickly to put the peril and fear for women 
during the fall of Kabul on record. Published with 
Rukhshana Media and TIME, the story was also 
highlighted on the cover of TIME’s print edition. 
It reveals how women who have stayed in the 
country face different perils: Nargis Omar spent 
years proving to her family that women can excel 
academically and professionally, and was working 
with the women of many different villages as 
an agricultural engineer. Now, she faces forced 
marriage as the second wife of a relative who joined 
the Taliban along with most of her family. For Afghan 
women, she writes, “This fall was not just the fall 
of a country, it was the fall of our aspirations and 
achievements, for which we worked for 20 years.” 

We remain committed to amplifying the voices 
of women like these around the world, centering 
them in their own history and following their 
stories for the long run.

“The collaboration between 

Rukhshana Media and The 

Fuller Project has brought the 

Afghan  women’s narrative to 

a wider audience, an audience 

that Rukshana wouldn’t be able 

to reach alone. Over the past two 

decades, Afghan women weren’t 

really telling our own stories; 

they were told by internation-

al correspondents and Afghan 

men. Working for organizations 

that center women’s voices is 

critical because they give us a 

platform to talk about what is re-

ally happening to us in our daily 

lives, and how women are being 

affected by politics and war 

—  where women define what is 

news and what is worth covering 

from our perspective.”  

Zahra Nader, Editor, Rukhshana 
Media, and Contributing Reporter, 

The Fuller Project

Photo by WAKIL KOHSAR/AFP 
via Getty Images

https://fullerproject.org/ending-americas-forever-war-what-is-next-for-afghan-women/
https://fullerproject.org/ending-americas-forever-war-what-is-next-for-afghan-women/
https://fullerproject.org/story/the-humiliation-i-experienced-just-to-escape-the-taliban/
https://bit.ly/3804HTY
https://bit.ly/3804HTY
https://fullerproject.org/story/being-imprisoned-at-home-is-what-awaits-me/
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Exposing dangerous child care 
conditions in New York City
Jessica Washington’s October reporting, published 
as part of our ongoing partnership with THE CITY, 
examines the unsafe and unsanitary conditions 
of child care facilities in New York City’s public 
housing. During the pandemic, the city housing 
authority has largely left child care providers to pick 
up the tab for repairs on their own. 

Though NYCHA housing has long been plagued 
with a lack of heat and hot water, lead, mold, leaks 
and pests, providers in the roughly 400 child 
care centers within these complexes say the city 
needs to pay special attention to the danger these 
conditions pose to children.

Our story was mentioned in POLITICO’s New York 
Playbook and republished by Chalkbeat, Patch 
and Gotham Weekly. Yvette Ho, director of the 
child care center at the Jacob Riis Neighborhood 
Settlement, told us that the day our story ran, the 
center was contacted by several people within 
building management to respond to longstanding 
issues — though they started potentially dangerous 
repairs in the child care center without warning, 
piercing the wall of a classroom in use with large 
drills. “That is exactly what I meant when I spoke 
about systemic issues,” she writes. “Thank you 
again for listening to our story and for bringing 
attention to our issues.”

“At @THECITYNY we've been 
documenting lead, mold, and busted 

elevators in NYCHA housing complexes 
since we launched. Now, thanks to 

@jessica_m_wash and @FullerProject 
we are able to better cover impacts for 

kids and those who care for them.”
Nic Dawes, Executive Director, THE CITY

Reader support
Since we published our early investigation with 
the Associated Press into the devastation the 
pandemic brought to supply chains, Alexandra 
Orozco — who was laid off after four years by 
JCPenney in 2020, and featured in our story — 
says she has received an outpouring of support. 
Readers have reached out to tell her she has 
inspired them not to give up after losing their own 
jobs, and supported her new business selling 
makeup and jewelry.

 “It’s overwhelming — I’ve 
never had this before.”

In a February investigation with the Guardian, The 
Fuller Project found that at least 11 new mothers 
and their U.S. citizen newborns were sent back to 
Mexico within days of birth without an opportunity 
to collect the childrens’ birth certificates. 
“Expelled” under the controversial Title 42 
policy initiated by the Trump administration and 
continued under Biden, they were also prevented 
from appearing in front of a judge and being 
screened for asylum claims. One 23-year-old 
mother from Haiti was dropped off on the side 
of the road along the San Diego-Tijuana border 
three days after giving birth — just 25 minutes after 
she was discharged from the hospital. 

 Since publication, all of the mothers whose cases 
we reviewed have been paroled back into the US, 
where they can pursue their claims for asylum. 
The Biden administration has issued guidance 
to Customs and Border Patrol that “public health 
and humanitarian interests may weigh in favor 
of an exception from [Title 42] for mothers who 
have given birth while in CBP custody and require 
medical attention.” 

The women of the Yurok tribe’s  
fight for food sovereignty

The women of the Yurok Tribe, who live 
along northern California’s Klamath River, are 
responsible for feeding their families. But their 

traditional foods are vanishing. Severe drought 
and government mismanagement of the river 
mean that Klamath River salmon, a cornerstone 
of the tribe’s diet and culture, are dying in droves 
— and the Yurok people’s nutrition and way of life 
are in peril. For The Fuller Project, in partnership 
with the Guardian, contributing reporter Lucy 
Sherriff wrote about how the women of the 
Yurok Tribe are protecting their tribe’s health and 
fighting for food sovereignty.

The story was shared hundreds of times on social 
media by notable environmentalists — including 
Leonardo DiCaprio, who shared the story to 
his audience of more than nine million Twitter 
followers and 19 million Facebook fans.

11    mothers paroled into the U.S. to     
          pursue their asylum claims

For vulnerable new mothers, a 
chance to pursue asylum claimsFlooding at Early Childhood Center at Jacob Riis Houses. 

(Courtesy of Chinese American Planning Council, Inc.)

Madeline Tolle/
The Fuller Project

(Lucy Sherriff/The 
Fuller Project)

https://fullerproject.org/story/child-care-at-nyc-public-housing-plagued-by-unsanitary-and-unsafe-conditions-operators-say/
https://fullerproject.org/story/child-care-at-nyc-public-housing-plagued-by-unsanitary-and-unsafe-conditions-operators-say/
https://twitter.com/THECITYNY
https://twitter.com/jessica_m_wash
https://twitter.com/FullerProject
https://fullerproject.org/story/pandemic-crushes-global-supply-chains-workers-at-both-ends/
https://fullerproject.org/story/pandemic-crushes-global-supply-chains-workers-at-both-ends/
https://fullerproject.org/story/revealed-us-citizen-newborns-sent-to-mexico-under-trump-era-border-ban/
https://fullerproject.org/story/no-fish-means-no-food-how-yurok-women-are-fighting-for-their-tribes-health/
https://fullerproject.org/story/no-fish-means-no-food-how-yurok-women-are-fighting-for-their-tribes-health/
https://twitter.com/LeoDiCaprio/status/1446596263458246657
https://www.facebook.com/LeonardoDiCaprio/posts/416128049870639?__cft__[0]=AZWHgX7FQO17Obe-de2dG_BPYBBWYPdi8U00RU58Mmjgw6v9W6ZN94Ap2CRmByXv5BLJgPtEj6ulVeDZP6VNeuDkoUBXOKQ-sZoGboSqw4cGbKENPkDyjxXszvXtC3SAeMN3V37CG4SkghRBrYBV_sP3&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
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Indian journalists document their 
country’s COVID-19 disaster
As one of the world’s most severe outbreaks of 
COVID-19 swept India this March, our newsroom 
and contributors worked around the clock to 
report on the crisis through the eyes of the 
women who shouldered the burden. As many 
western journalists rushed to Delhi and Mumbai 
for a few days of reporting, The Fuller Project saw 
an urgent need for timely reporting by Indian 
journalists living through the surge themselves, 
particularly outside major cities. The resulting 
series, “Gasping for Breath: Women Provide 
a Glimpse Into India’s COVID-19 Disaster,” 
exclusively features the work of reporters from 
India and India-administered Kashmir. They 
documented the crisis from Tamil Nadu to Uttar 

Pradesh, centering the voices of the country’s 
most marginalized: women and transgender 
people, particularly those also oppressed on the 
basis of religion, caste and class.

Their stories drew a wide audience to The Fuller 
Project’s site and held as our most-read content 
through April and May, demonstrating the 
hunger for voices missing from the larger media 
landscape. NBC Asian America took notice of 
our work, asking to partner as we gathered more 
stories from the ground. Together, we put out 
a call to the South Asian diaspora in the United 
States for tributes to the women they knew in 
their home countries battling COVID-19 on the 
front lines — or fighting to survive themselves.

Far from home and in unfamiliar settings, 
domestic workers in the Gulf — the vast majority 
of them women — have long used social media 
to keep in touch with friends and family. The 
Fuller Project, in partnership with The New York 
Times, published the first in-depth examination 
of how domestic workers in the Middle East 
have turned to TikTok to share intimate details 
of their lives — and the consequences they could 
face for speaking out. They have increasingly 
turned to TikTok after the platform’s popularity 
exploded last year, opening up about their lives 
and working conditions. Many of them say they 
are overworked, sexually harassed, discriminated 
against, and the pandemic has further diminished 
the minimal freedoms they once had.

Published in The New York Times online and in 
print, our story was widely shared among migrant 
rights and human rights groups, including The 
National Domestic Workers Alliance. We created 
a TikTok-styled explainer video for social media, 
our most-watched IGTV video to date, to give our 
readers essential context for Ms. Dama’s story while 
informing and engaging broad audiences beyond 
our normal remit, such as young readers likely to 
be on TikTok themselves. Several New York Times 
readers reached out to Brenda on TikTok after 
publication to learn more about her life as a foreign 
domestic worker. “All I saw after that story was 
positivity from people,” she says.

Domestic workers speak out  
on TikTok

50
Our reporter connected with more than 

50 domestic workers on TikTok

A lifeline for FGM survivors
In the United Kingdom, it’s thought that 
some 137,000 women are living with the 
consequences of female genital mutilation 
— from constant pain, cysts, complications in 
pregnancy, urinary tract infections, to anxiety, 
difficulty having sex, or depression. Most of 
these survivors only come into contact with NHS 
services when they’re pregnant. Those who are 
not may never be seen by health practitioners. 

In partnership with the Guardian, Fuller Project 
reporter Louise Donovan profiled Hawa Bah, an 
FGM survivor and asylum seeker who is using her 
own experiences to connect the African diaspora 
in the UK with pilot clinics specializing in care 
for FGM survivors. Since publication, many NHS 
healthcare professionals have contacted our 
reporter for more information on these clinics, 
spreading the word through their networks.

Photo by NOAH SEELAM/AFP 
via Getty Images

Photo illustration by Abbie 
Steckler for The Fuller Project

https://fullerproject.org/gasping-for-breath-women-provide-a-glimpse-into-indias-covid-disaster/
https://fullerproject.org/gasping-for-breath-women-provide-a-glimpse-into-indias-covid-disaster/
https://fullerproject.org/story/domestic-workers-in-gulf-countries-vent-woes-on-tiktok/
https://fullerproject.org/story/domestic-workers-in-gulf-countries-vent-woes-on-tiktok/
https://fullerproject.org/story/domestic-workers-in-gulf-countries-vent-woes-on-tiktok/
https://fullerproject.org/story/im-one-of-them-the-fgm-survivor-providing-a-lifeline-in-leeds/
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Nearly three million Filipina women work abroad 
as migrant domestic workers, where they are 
paid low wages to clean homes, cook meals and 
care for comparatively wealthy families — under 
often exploitative conditions. A year into the 
pandemic, we partnered with the Guardian to 
report on thousands of these workers who found 
themselves stranded with even fewer options to 
flee exploitation.

After our story ran and was featured in the 
Guardian’s Today in Focus podcast, dozens of 
readers and listeners asked how they could 
support Rowena, one of the women profiled 
in our story, and many offered to pay for her 
flight home. The Philippine Embassy in Bahrain 
intervened, and helped Rowena leave her 
employer. Embassy staff moved Rowena and 
two other women with the same employer to 
the Embassy, where they were given food and 
shelter until flights home could be arranged. The 
Philippine Ambassador to Bahrain confirmed 
that they recovered unpaid wages from Rowena’s 
employer, and that our reporting “brought to 
light” Rowena’s circumstances and “paved the 
way” for the Embassy to intervene. Rowena was 
repatriated to the Philippines on March 5. Photo by Lindokuhle Sobekwa for TIME

Our eight-month investigation into sexual, verbal and physical harassment at Hippo 
Knitting, a Lesotho-based factory supplying Kate Hudson’s Fabletics activewear 
brand, had impact before it was even published: after reporters Louise Donovan and 
Refiloe Makhaba Nkune reached out to Fabletics for comment, the brand vowed 
to do “everything in [their] power” to remedy the situation. Fabletics immediately 
suspended all operations with the factory, flew a “senior leader” to Lesotho within 
days to conduct an investigation and promised to keep providing workers’ full pay 
during this period. The owners of Hippo Knitting launched an independent audit and 
internal investigation, placing the factory’s HR manager on administrative leave — she 
has since been let go.

The investigation was published in print and online in partnership with TIME, as 
well as in print in the Lesotho Times, the country’s most widely read newspaper. 
Since publication, police say they’re investigating at least three cases of sexual 
offense and public indecency at Hippo Knitting. “There are more allegations,” a 
police spokesperson told The Fuller Project, “though the victims are skeptical about 
reporting in fear of losing their jobs.”

At least 50 employees have now stepped forward about abuses. According to the 
Independent Democratic Union of Lesotho, it was our reporting that made these 
workers feel safe enough to speak up.

Because of our story, Hippo Knitting, Fabletics and IDUL have announced a 
formal plan to combat gender-based violence at the factory including career 
development and management opportunities for women, their representation in 
factory committees and trade union structures, a toll-free number workers can call 
for assistance and a memorandum of understanding signed with both the Ministry 
of Labour and Employment and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International 
Relations. Hippo Knitting and Fabletics have also launched a corrective action plan 
for the factory that includes a new grievance procedure for reporting workplace 
violations, a new anti-intimidation and anti-retaliation policy and a new process for 
non-invasive searches that includes dedicated privacy screening areas.

Addressing abuse in LesothoFor exploited 
foreign domestic 
workers, a safe 
return home

13

50
factory workers who came forward 

to report workplace abuse

3
domestic workers rescued and 

repatriated after abuse

https://fullerproject.org/story/filipina-domestic-worker-trafficking-pandemic/
https://fullerproject.org/story/filipina-domestic-worker-trafficking-pandemic/
https://fullerproject.org/story/filipina-domestic-worker-trafficking-pandemic/
https://fullerproject.org/story/exclusive-workers-in-factory-that-makes-kate-hudsons-fabletics-activewear-allege-rampant-sexual-and-physical-abuse/
https://fullerproject.org/story/exclusive-workers-in-factory-that-makes-kate-hudsons-fabletics-activewear-allege-rampant-sexual-and-physical-abuse/
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Working with leading news outlets at the local, 
national and international level is essential 
to our vision of a world where women are 
equally represented in the news. As we change 
the industry through these partnerships and 
collaborations, fostering a community of editors 
and reporters dedicated to addressing gender 
bias, local reporters and editors bring the deep 
history and context that is essential to good 
journalism. This year, we have collaborated 
with 23 outlets around the world, from TIME to 
the Lesotho Times. Through our long-standing 
partnership with Foreign Policy, we’ve covered 

domestic violence in France, female farmers in 
India, parental rights in Spain, Pakistan’s lone 
lactation consultant, revenge porn laws around 
the world and so much more. We’re working 
with FiveThirtyEight to report on what teachers 
are facing as we enter the third school year of 
the pandemic. For the Nation’s Gender Desk 
in Kenya, we provide global coverage of issues 
affecting women. 

This year we’ve embarked on a new kind of long-
term partnership, embedding our reporters in 
local outlets to strengthen gender journalism at 
the community level. 

Partnerships

DOCUMENTED

FORTUNE

RUKSHANA MEDIA

NBC LATINO

WIRED

FIVETHIRTYEIGHT

GAL-DEM

RECKON

THE NEW YORK 
TIMES

TATLER PHILIPPINES 

FOREIGN POLICY

IL POST

THE CITY

THE LILY

LES GLORIEUSES

THE ATLANTIC

THE GUARDIAN

TIME

THE ECONOMIST’S 
1843 MAGAZINE

VICE

THE CUT

THE NATION

VIRGINIA QUARTERLY REVIEW

https://fullerproject.org/story/are-you-a-teacher-fivethirtyeight-and-the-fuller-project-want-to-hear-from-you/
https://fullerproject.org/story/are-you-a-teacher-fivethirtyeight-and-the-fuller-project-want-to-hear-from-you/
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The Fuller Project is embarking on a long-term partnership 
with Reckon, the Alabama-based newsroom dedicated to 
deep exploration of the tough and important issues facing 
the American South. Each outlet holds a deep commitment 
to centering the stories and perspectives of those who legacy 
media has long failed to see — starting this fall, we will embed 
an enterprise reporter with Reckon to cover women’s issues, 
lives and perspectives in the region. Their reporting will be 
driven by the voices missing from current conversations, 
historical and systemic contexts, and getting readers involved 
in driving solutions.

“The Fuller Project and Reckon share a sense of urgency 
for shining light when our public institutions don’t live up 
to their promises to create democracy that is accessible to 
everyone.  This important partnership is the result of deep 
listening over the past few years, and couldn’t happen at a 
more crucial time. Reckon and The Fuller Project have always 
known the power of collaboration, which is why this long-
term partnership is the critical next step in our impact and 
accountability journalism.”  

Ryan Nave, Editor-in-Chief, Reckon 

As the situation in Afghanistan develops, we are deepening 
our partnership with Rukhshana Media, an Afghan women’s 
media organization created in 2020, in memory of a 19-year-
old woman stoned to death in 2015 in Ghor Province. The 
outlet focuses on stories by and about Afghan women, 
and has persisted in essential coverage despite the serious 
danger now posed to women journalists by Taliban rule. 
Together, we’ve published fifteen dispatches from women on 
the ground, with more to come.

"At a time when Afghan women have lost not only their 
rights to work and education but also their social identities, 
the world needs to hear their voices. The partnership 
between Rukhshana Media and The Fuller Project provides 
an opportunity for Afghan women to tell their own stories in 
their own words. It enables them to tell how the return of the 
Taliban to power is influencing and shaping their everyday 
lives and how they feel about it. Our partnership with The 
Fuller Project is an excellent example of how international 
media can amplify the voices of Afghan women." 

Zahra Joya, Founder, Rukhshana Media 

The Fuller Project and THE CITY, a nonprofit, nonpartisan 
digital news platform dedicated to accountability reporting 
that serves the people of New York, have launched a long-
term partnership to report on the often unheard stories of 
women in New York City. In the coming months, we will cover 
maternal health, caregiving, education, housing and more 
through the cross-cutting issues that affect women across all 
five boroughs of the city. So far, Jessica Washington, a staff 
reporter for The Fuller Project embedded with THE CITY, has 
covered the unexplained death of a young Black mother in 
a Queens hospital, the future of former mayoral candidate 
Maya Wiley’s signature community care proposal and the 
dangerous conditions of child care facilities in New York City’s 
public housing.

"The Fuller Project makes an indispensable contribution 
to ensuring that issues affecting women get more of 
the attention they so urgently need, and that women's 
experiences and voices are more consistently centered. 
We are thrilled to have Jessica working with our team of 
reporters and editors to bring that perspective to journalism 
that addresses the compound inequities faced by women 
in New York. This kind of deep partnership between 
newsrooms with shared values and complementary 
expertise will be crucial if we are to build resilient local news 
infrastructure that delivers impact, and fosters a better civic 
conversation.”  

Nic Dawes, Executive Director, THE CITY

https://fullerproject.org/story/denise-williams-queens-hospital-center-postpartum-depression/
https://fullerproject.org/story/maya-wiley-wont-be-new-yorks-next-mayor-what-will-happen-to-her-signature-proposal/
https://fullerproject.org/story/child-care-at-nyc-public-housing-plagued-by-unsanitary-and-unsafe-conditions-operators-say/
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We engaged directly 
with 107 civil society 

organizations

107
Our website traffic increased 
by 128%, with readers from 

175+ countries

128%
Social media  

followers doubled 

2x

Our journalism has earned attention and amplification from the wider 
media, allowing our stories to inform a broad international audience about 
the issues we cover. Our reporters have been featured on international 
broadcasts such as MSNBC and BBC’s Woman’s Hour. Our reported Twitter 
thread after Kabul fell to the Taliban was cited by CNN Reliable Sources, 
Fortune’s Broadsheet and CJR’s The Media Today. And many more Fuller 
Project stories have been cited by other news outlets, shared across social 
media and informed the broader field of gender journalism.

In the Media
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To support The Fuller Project’s plan to deepen editorial partnerships 
in select geographies with embedded reporters, the development 
department strategy centers on diversifying The Fuller Project’s income 
to fund its growth from an early-stage nonprofit to a sustainable long-
term institution. The focus is on expanding our institutional giving and 
individual gift program with leadership from a healthy and engaged 
board of directors to advance the organization’s strategic priorities.

Our Board of Directors Our Supporters

"On global issues ranging from conflict, 

COVID and the culture wars, I look to 

The Fuller Project for nuanced coverage 

that centers the lived experiences 

and voices of women. Understanding 

how any issue impacts the women in 

a society generally provides the best 

analysis of what’s really going on.” 

Sarah O’Hagan, Chair, Board of Directors, The Fuller Project

Following our groundbreaking coverage of the 
crisis in Afghanistan through firsthand accounts, 
our community showed their support by 
increasing donations by 167%.

Thanks to funding from the Helen Gurley Brown 
Foundation and the Horace W. Goldsmith 
Foundation, we were able to publish more 
stories on environment, gender and justice and 
significantly increase our environmental reporting.

Sarah O’Hagan
Chair

Rebecca Winthrop
Board Member

Miriam Mahlow
Board Member

Mary G. Berner
Board Member

Ritu Sharma
Treasurer

Gina Maya
Board Member

Deneen Howell
Board Member

Jodi Rudoren
Board Member

Robert J. Rosenthal
Board Member

Ana Reyes
Secretary

Xanthe Scharff 
Cofounder and CEO, 

Board Member
“We support The Fuller Project because 

of their deep commitment to quality 

journalism, illuminating issues and 
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lives around the world. Their reporting 

centers women with dignity and 

nuance, reminding us that what affects 

women affects the world. “
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How Trans Men And Women Fight For Equality 
In Order To Live Fearless Lives In the Philippines – 
Tatler Philippines, by Corinne Redfern

Why the Pentagon Remains a Battlefield for 
Women – Foreign Policy, by Courtney Mabeus

Could reparations from the UK address gender 
inequality in Barbados? The prime minister thinks 
so. – gal-dem, by Escher Walcott

Poland’s Abortion Rights Protests Lead to a 
Louder Call for Gender Equity – Les Glorieuses, 
by Paulina Reiter

Threat of Deportation Looms for Migrant 
Women Detained in Italy, Despite Rights to Legal 
Protection – Il Post, by Corinne Redfern

‘I Want To Go Home’: Pandemic Exposes 
Exploitive Conditions Filipina Domestic Workers 
Face – The Guardian, by Corinne Redfern 

Sex Criminals Use Bitcoin. So Do the Police. – 
Foreign Policy, by Corinne Redfern and  
Seulki Lee 

Revealed: US Citizen Newborns Sent to Mexico 
Under Trump-Era Border Ban – The Guardian,  
by Tanvi Misra

‘I Want to Move Forward’: Student Moms Bear 
Costly Double Burden of Child Care Costs, 
Student Debt – The Fuller Project, byJessica 
Washington 

Anti-human trafficking apps were meant to save 
lives. They’re failing – WIRED, by Corinne Redfern 
and Emily Ding 

This woman is fighting to save Bangladesh’s 
oldest brothel – The Economist’s 1843 Magazine, 
by Corinne Redfern and Ali Ahsan 

France Is in Denial About Domestic Violence –  
Foreign Policy, by Meaghan Beatley

The ICC’s Major Anti-Kony Verdict Is No Relief for 
His Victims  – Foreign Policy, by Sally Hayden 

Lessons from Texas: Advocates Warn of Extreme 
Weather’s Link to Domestic Violence – The Fuller 
Project, by Jessica Washington

10 Years After the Arab Spring, Tunisian Feminists 
Fight a Similar Battle – Les Glorieuses, by Erin 
Clare Brown and Christina Nordvang Jensen 

‘It Felt So Freeing’: Why Young Women Are 
Dropping the Pill – The Fuller Project, by Louise 

Donovan 

Uyghur Women Aren’t Safe No Matter Where 
They Go – The Atlantic, by Melissa Chan

India’s Suffering Female Farmers Have the Most 
to Lose – Foreign Policy, by Riddhi Dastidar 

Around the World, Conflicting COVID-19 
Vaccination Advice Puts Pregnant People’s Lives 
At Risk – The Fuller Project, by Jessica Abrahams

The pandemic devastated home-based child 
care: ‘I don’t know how we bounce back’ – The 
Lily,by Jessica Washington 

The Right to Work – The Virginia Quarterly 
Review, by Jenna Krajeski

Water Warriors’: The US Women Banding 
Together to Fight for Water Justice – The 
Guardian, by Jessica Washington

The Legacy of Wartime Atrocities Still Looms 
Over Asian Alliances – Foreign Policy, by Seulki 
Lee, Sophia Jones and Robbie Gramer

Domestic Workers in Gulf Countries Vent Woes 
on TikTok – The New York Times, by Louise 
Donovan 

How Will the COVID Shot Affect Your Period? 
Scientists Say There’s Not Enough Data—But 
There Should Be – The Fuller Project, by Jessica 
Washington

Chennai, Tamil Nadu: ‘What Has to Happen Will 
Happen’ – The Fuller Project, by Mahima Jain

Nagpur, Maharashtra: ‘We Are Carrying A 
Massive Guilt’ – The Fuller Project, by Sarita 
Santoshini

Panaji, Goa: ‘They Haven’t Called Me Back’ – The 
Fuller Project, by Chryselle D’Silva Dias

Rishikesh, Uttarakhand: ‘You Keep Questioning 
Yourself’ – The Fuller Project,by Romita Saluja 

New Delhi: ‘That 22-Year-Old Priya on Instagram’ 
– The Fuller Project, by Riddhi Dastidar

Garbhe, Madhya Pradesh: ‘My Wife Was So 
Brave. She Looked At Me And Said There’s No 
Need To Worry Now.’ – The Fuller Project, by 
Varsha Bansal 

New Delhi: ‘ In A Situation Of Life Or Death, This 
Was My Only Option.’ – The Fuller Project, by 
Anika Nayak

‘I Once Fell Unconscious Due To The Stress. I Had 
To Do It All On My Own.’ – The Fuller Project, by 
Nayanika Gha 

Srinagar, Indian-administered Kashmir: ‘I Cannot 
Afford To Sit At Home Even For A Day’ – The 
Fuller Project, by Raihana Maqbool 

Goa: ‘Even If We Register, I Don’t Think There 
Are Enough Vaccines to Go Around’ – The Fuller 
Project, by Chryselle D’Silva Dias 

Gangyasar, Rajasthan: ‘I Have Been Battling Renal 
Failure So I Thought This Was Easy’ – The Fuller 
Project, by Sonal Kellogg 

Exclusive: Workers in Factory That Makes Kate 
Hudson’s Fabletics Activewear Allege Rampant 
Sexual and Physical Abuse – TIME, byLouise 
Donovan and Refiloe Makhaba Nkune 

Namakkal, Tamil Nadu: ‘When Will This End?’ – 
The Fuller Project, by Dharani Thangavelu

Uttar Pradesh: ‘Our First Duty Is To Save Lives’ – 
The Fuller Project, by Sarita Santoshini 

New Delhi: ‘We Keep Our Pain Buried In Our 
Hearts To Serve People’ – The Fuller Project, by 
Fahad Shah

‘It Is Like I Am Being Strangled’ – The Fuller 
Project, by Sara Bardhan

Indigenous Doctor Struggles to Keep 
Community Safe as COVID Rages in Brazil –The 
Fuller Project, by Jill Langlois 

Online, in Courtrooms and at Protests, Palestinian 
Women Lead Calls for Change – The Fuller 
Project, by Dalia Hatuqa 

Vijayawada, Andhra Pradesh: ‘Our Supervisors 
Tell Us Not to Take the Vaccine. They Tell us That 
the Injection Will Kill Us.’ – The Fuller Project, by 
Swati Sanyal Tarafdar

Pune, Maharashtra: A Haze of Delirium and 
Rumors of a Medical Hoax – The Fuller Project, by 
Priya Mirchandani

‘We Need To Study Women’: Traumatic Brain 
Injury in Survivors of Intimate Partner Violence – 
The Fuller Project, by Jessica Klein

Are chemicals poisoning the world’s female 
workers? – Foreign Policy, by Lucy Sheriff 

Taxi Medallion Crisis Drives Council Candidates 
on Road Toward a Rescue – THE CITY, by 

Christine Chung and Maher Sattar 

Anantnag, Indian-Administered Kashmir: ‘I Have 
Children And I Fear To Go Near Them’ – The 
Fuller Project, by Raihana Maqbool

In Nigeria, Gas Giants Get Rich as Women Sink 
Into Poverty – VICE, by Shola Lawal

As Attention Turns to Child Care, the System’s 
Unsung Heroes Ask for Recognition – The Fuller 
Project, by Jessica Washington

Abused Factory Workers Told Me Their Stories. 
It Changed Their Lives, and Mine: Reporter’s 
Notebook – The Fuller Project, by Refiloe 
Makhaba Nkune 

Could Women’s Rights be Key to Unifying 
Israel’s Government? – Foreign Policy, byYardena 
Schwartz

NYC Immigrant Communities Have Long Been 
Represented by White Men. Will This Election 
Change That? – The Fuller Project, by Maher 
Sattar

France’s Femicide Rate Plunged Last Year. But 
Without Funding, More Women Will Die, Experts 
Say – The Fuller Project, by Sophie Stuber 

The World Hasn’t Figured Out How to Stop 
‘Revenge Porn’ – Foreign Policy,  by Hanna 
Kozlowska

Celebrity Justice: How Women Saw Their Own 
Experiences in the Cosby and Spears Cases – The 
Fuller Project, by Lisa Tozzi

As the Taliban Resurges in Afghanistan, Girls 
Are Already Losing Schools – TIME & Rukhshana 
Media, by Atefa Alizada and Amie Ferris-Rotman

Many Spanish-Speaking Immigrant Caregivers 
Feel Left Out of Child Care Relief Efforts – NBC 
Latino, byJessica Washington

Female migrant workers and the families they 
support are being abandoned by the money-
transfer industry  – Fortune Magazine, by Louise 
Donovan  

Woman Fleeing Domestic Violence Granted 
Asylum in US – The Fuller Project, by Tanvi Misra

How the UK Became an Origin Country for 
Human Trafficking – VICE World News, by 
Amandas Ong

The Moms STILL Are Not Alright – The Fuller 

Project, by Jessica Washington 

Indians in America Share Stories of Grief, Fear for 
Those Affected by COVID –  NBC News, by Tanvi 
Misra

Female ‘Hotshot’ Firefighters Want Action on 
Reproductive Health Risks – The Guardian, by 
Lucy Sherriff 

Women Are Routinely Discredited’: How Courts 
Fail Mothers and Children Who Have Survived 
Abuse – The Guardian, by Jessica Klein

What Afghanistan’s Women Stand to Lose – 
Rukhshana Media & TIME, by Zahra Nader and 
Amie Ferris-Rotman

How a Little-Known Legal Loophole Punishes 
Girls Who Don’t Behave– The Fuller Project, by 
Jessica Washington & Jessica Klein

‘I’m One of Them’: The FGM Survivor Providing 
a Lifeline in Leeds – The Guardian, by Louise 
Donovan

‘One Paycheck Away From Losing Everything’: 
Why The Child Care Crisis Is Especially Hard for 
Black Mothers  – The Fuller Project, by Jessica 
Washington

‘They Left Us to the Taliban’ – Foreign Policy, by 
Zahra Nader

‘I wish we had died rather than live through 
that day’: Dispatches From the Women of 
Afghanistan – Rukhshana Media, Intro by Zahra 
Nader and Amie-Ferris Rotman

The women left out of post-9/11 health care – The 
Cut, by Susan Rinkunas

‘The Taliban Came and Killed My Spirit!’ – 
Rukhshana Media, by Zahra Nader

The Taliban’s Return Was the Death of Dreams – 
Rukhshana Media, by Hosnia Mohseni 

The Day the Taliban Reached Kabul, it Turned 
into a Ghost City – Rukhshana Media, by Maryam 
Nabavi

The Humiliation I Experienced Just to Escape the 
Taliban – Rukhshana Media, by Zahra Nader

Struggling to Survive: Story of a Challenging 
Journey – Rukhshana Media, by Zahra Joya

A young Black mother died during treatment 
for postpartum depression. Her family demands 

answers. – THE CITY, by Jessica Washington 

‘Being Imprisoned at Home is What Awaits Me’ – 
Rukhshana Media, by Nargis Omar

Life of Fear Replaces Life of Dreams After Taliban 
Takeover – Rukhshana Media, by Laila

‘I Went Out and Shouted for Freedom’ – 
Rukhshana Media, by Nil

‘We Have to Survive’: Meet NYC Immigrant 
Women Fighting for Their Communities During 
the Pandemic – THE CITY & Documented, by 
Tanvi Misra

‘No fish means no food’: How Yurok women are 
fighting for their tribe’s health – The Guardian, by 
Lucy Sherriff

Maya Wiley Won’t Be New York’s Next Mayor. 
What Will Happen to Her Signature Proposal? – 
THE CITY, by Jessica Washington

Should Abusive Partners Have Parental Rights? – 
Foreign Policy, by Meaghan Beatley   

‘I Want to Continue My Education’ – Rukhshana 
Media, by Nafiza

‘Can You Imagine How Difficult It Is to Feel Exiled 
in Your Own City?’ – Rukhshana Media, by Hadis

Child Care at NYC Public Housing Plagued by 
Unsanitary and Unsafe Conditions, Operators Say 
– THE CITY, by Jessica Washington 

‘We Must Stay Strong’ – Rukhshana Media, by 
Sakina Rezvani 

The loneliest lactation consultant in the world – 
Foreign Policy, by Hina Husain

‘My Classmates Have No Hope’ – Rukhshana 
Media, by Razia Mohseni 

Taliban threat after woman’s protest sets off 
harrowing getaway – Rukhshana Media, by 
Fatima Etemadi 

Would You Manage 70 Children And A 15-Ton 
Vehicle For $18 An Hour? – FiveThirtyEight, by 
Maggie Koerth

Why Teachers Haven’t Joined ‘The Great 
Resignation’ – FiveThirtyEight, by Rebecca Klein
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HOW TO DONATE:
The Fuller Project is an independent nonprofit journalism organization (501c3). We are funded through 

the philanthropic support of foundations and individuals. Your support brings us closer to a world 
where women’s voices are fully represented in the news. 

Donate now to support our mission securely through our website www.fullerproject.org, or  
send a check made out to Fuller Project for International Reporting to  

712 H St NE, PMB 37, Washington, DC 20002. 

For questions about ways to support, please email cknowles@fullerproject.org.

The Fuller Project is the nonprofit newsroom dedicated 
to groundbreaking journalism about women to raise 
awareness, expose injustice and spur accountability. 


